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ABSTRACT: A systematic study on electrochemical charge
transfer in Li-doped black phosphorus (BP) was carried out by
both in situ and ex situ Raman scattering. Galvanostatic discharge
of dedicated in situ electrochemical cell for Raman spectroscopy
was used to study time evolution of vibrational modes under
lithiation. In addition to the peak broadening, which is a result of
structural expansion, peaks corresponding to all three atomic
vibrational modes A1

g, B2g, and A2
g were found to redshift as a

result of lithiation. Peaks B2g and A2
g were shifted about 1.6 times

more toward lower wavenumbers in comparison to A1
g. Further

characterizations using optical and electron microscopy showed
that the intercalation of BP is highly anisotropic, where channels
along the zigzag direction were found to be the easy direction for intercalation. X-ray diffraction on intercalated samples confirmed a
reduction of thickness as lithiation weakens interlayer bonding, thus resulting in a partial exfoliation of BP flakes. Furthermore, first
principle studies using density functional theory were used to develop a theoretical model for the intercalation mechanism. The
discrepancy between the experimental and the theoretical results was also addressed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the discovery of graphene, two-dimensional (2D) or
van der Waals (VdW) materials have received special attention
from the scientific community from around the world. In
contrary to their bulk counterparts, 2D materials exhibit
enhanced surface effects due to their high surface-to-volume
ratio, band gap tunability (depending on number of layers),
and quantum confinement effects.1 Specifically, a layer of black
phosphorus (BP) can be considered as one of the most
promising members of this 2D material family beyond
graphene.2

Equivalently to graphene, which is the 2D counterpart of
carbon, phosphorene is the 2D version of BP, which is the
most thermodynamically stable allotrope of phosphorus.3 BP
in its bulk form was first synthesized in 1914 by Bridgeman
under high pressure and temperature (1.2 GPa and 200 °C,
respectively) using white phosphorus as the starting material.4

Almost a century later, in 2014, its 2D form was introduced by
the mechanical exfoliation method5 and received tremendous
attention of the researchers as a noncarbon 2D material in the
past few years. In contrary to graphene, which produces
atomically flat sheets, BP consists of a puckered two-level
structure and has an interlayer separation of 0.54 nm.6 The
tunable direct band gap, ranging from 0.3 eV for bulk to ∼2 eV
for monolayer, and relatively high p-type charge carrier
mobility up to about 6000 cm2 V−1 s−1 makes BP a promising

candidate7 in many electronic, optoelectronic, and energy
applications. Furthermore, previous works have shown that
these electronic properties can also be modulated by external
stimuli8 such as strain,9,10 pressure,11 or electric field.12

Due to weak van der Waals bonds between layers, BP can
also accommodate guest species between its interlayer spacing
via intercalation, like many other layered materials.13 Previous
works have shown that alkali metal-intercalated BP leads to
tunability of the band gap,12 and more importantly, the
capability to host alkali metals can make BP a good candidate
for electrode materials for rechargeable ion batteries.13

Theoretical calculations predict specific ion storage capacities
of BP can be as high as 2596 mAhg−1 for Li-ion batteries and
Na-ion batteries, which is almost seven times higher than
commercially available graphite-based materials.13 In spite of
these promising properties, BP faces some setbacks and tends
to degrade when exposed to ambient oxygen and moisture,
which eventually restricts the performance of BP devices.14 In
the recent past, many works have been carried out to minimize
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these degradation effects while preserving and enhancing the
intercalation capabilities of BP-intercalated materials.15

In 1986, Maruyama et al. intercalated cesium, lithium,
iodine, pyridine, or ammonia with BP. Even though the
evidence for intercalation was acquired by X-ray diffraction,
homogeneity and stability of these compounds remained a
concern.16 With the boom of Li-ion batteries after early 1990s,
several studies carried out on alkali metal intercalation of BP,
both experimentally and theoretically. A recent density
functional theory calculation has shown that strong Li bonding
with P atoms and the shallow energy barrier (0.08 eV) for Li
diffusivity along the zigzag direction leads to 100 (and 10,000)
times faster diffusion rates compared to MoS2 (and graphene)
at room temperature.17 Using liquid ammonia intercalation,
Zhang et al. has reported the intercalation of several alkali
metals (Li, K, Rb, and Cs) and Ca, which is an alkali earth
metal with BP and the apparent superconductive properties of
theses intercalated compounds.18 Several in situ character-
ization techniques have also been reported in the recent past,
as studying the time evolution of BP with intercalant diffusion
is of extreme importance. Xia et al. have reported direct
visualization of electrochemical lithiation and delithiation
behavior of BP using in situ transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).19 Apart from visualization, changes in atomic
vibrational modes (i.e., phonon modes) reveal a different
insight about intercalation mechanisms. The study of vibra-
tional modes using Raman spectroscopy is a way not only to
study the composition of the material but also to understand
the time evolution of vibrational modes of BP under the
diffusion of guest species. Compared to other characterization
techniques, relatively less work has been carried out on in situ
Raman spectroscopy of intercalation in BP to date. Herein, we
report in situ Raman spectroscopy of Li-intercalated BP
produced using electrochemical means and in comparison with
ex situ intercalation using typical coin cell assembly. The
research of Li intercalation and its effects on the BP structure is
motivated by our recent preliminary theoretical calculations,
which suggest that the structural phase transition may occur
under high degree of lithiation.20 Specifically, those calcu-
lations have shown that under such conditions, some of the
inserted Li atoms could pull neighboring P atoms, cause the

P−P bonds to break and form and lead to the subsequent
structure reconstruction and phase transition from black to
blue phosphorus.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Synthesis of Black Phosphorus. Black phosphorus

was synthesized using a short vapor transport growth method21

and red phosphorus (500 mg), tin (24 mg), and tin iodide (12
mg) as starting materials. The precursors were annealed inside
an evacuated (10−6 Torr), sealed quartz ampoule at 650 °C
maximum under a temperature gradient of 50 °C between ends
of the tube where the precursors were kept at the hot end.
More elaborated procedures on synthesis are reported
elsewhere.11,21

2.2. Ex Situ Electrochemical Intercalation. Figure 1a
schematically represents the mechanism for electrochemical Li
intercalation of BP. During the discharge across an external
electrical load, Li atoms in the anode eject electrons from the
outermost shell to become Li+ ions (Li → Li+ + e). These Li+

ions migrate toward the BP cathode through the permeable
separator while ejected electrons reach the cathode via external
circuit, resulting in an insertion of Li atoms into the van der
Waals gaps of phosphorene layers (xLi+ + P+ xe→ LixP). Coin
cells for ex situ studies were made using BP and lithium as
cathode and anode materials, respectively (Figure 1b). A 5 mg
of binder material (polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and
acetylene black) was added with 10 mg of black phosphorus
flakes in order to enhance the conductivity of the cathode as
BP alone is not conductive enough for an efficient intercalation
process. Both electrodes were attached to meshed stainless
steel current collectors to further improve the charge transfer
inside the cell. A 1 M solution of lithium hexafluorophosphate
(LiPF6) in ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate (1:1
ratio) was used as the electrolyte medium, and the complete
cell assembly was carried out in an argon-filled environment to
avoid degradation of both lithium and BP caused by air and
moisture. Assembled coin cells were discharged in galvano-
static mode to different final voltages (1, 0.8, 0.3, and 0.005 V)
at 10 mA/g constant discharge current using a 12-channel
Arbin battery testing system. Galvanostatic discharge curves for
ex situ coin cells are shown in Figure 1c.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of electrochemical Li intercalation. (b) Coin cell setup used for ex situ electrochemical Li intercalation. (c)
Voltage versus time curves for ex situ Li intercalation discharged down to the final voltages of 1 V (green), 0.8 V (red), 0.3 V (blue), and 0.005 V
(brown) at I = 10 mA/g. Inset shows the same in logarithmic time scale to show the details at shorter times.
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The degree of lithiation x (number of Li atoms intercalated
per phosphorus atom, i.e., value of x in LixP) at any given time
(t) can be found using x = MIt/(eNAm), where M, I, e, NA, and
m are the molar mass of phosphorus, discharge current,
electron charge, Avogadro’s number, and BP mass (active
mass), respectively. Discharged coin cells were opened, and
intercalated BP electrodes were characterized by means of
Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw inVia with a 632 nm He−Ne
laser). Black phosphorus has three main Raman active phonon
modes, namely, A1

g, B2g, and A2
g, which corresponds to

vibrations along out-of-plane, in-plane zigzag, and in-plane
armchair directions, respectively.11 As a result of intercalation,
peak positions of all three Raman modes observed to be
downshifted with an increasing degree of lithiation (Figure

2a,b). Relative peak shifts between two consecutive degrees of
lithiation were found to be decreasing with an increasing
degree of lithiation, as can be seen in Figure 2b. A second
degree polynomial was fitted to capture this trend (Figure 2b).
It was also found that peaks for modes B2g and A2

g shifts ∼1.6
times faster than A1

g (the yellow shade in Figure 2a). Peak
broadening as a result of lithiation was also significant, and full
width at half maximum (FWHM) for all three modes found to
be increasing, which can be approximated by a linear function
fit (Figure 2c). The strong interaction between phosphorus
atoms and intercalated lithium atoms was also observed in X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis. In particular,
the phosphorus P 2p peak of black phosphorus was found to
downshift by 1 eV in the strongly intercalated (x = 0.6)

Figure 2. (a) Ex situ Raman spectra of black phosphorus (obtained at 632 nm excitation using a Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer) taken at
each final discharge voltage. Blue, red, and green represent spectra corresponding to final discharge voltages of 0.3, 0.8, and 1 V, respectively. The
spectrum of the pristine sample is also shown (black) for comparison. (b) Peak position versus degree of lithiation x (x as in LixP), the dotted lines
represent guides to the eye/second degree polynomial fit. (c) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) versus x, the dotted lines represent the best
linear fits.

Figure 3. TEM analysis of Li-intercalated BP. HAADF-STEM images of BP flakes (a) before and (b) after Li-intercalation. Nomarski interference
contrast optical micrographs of BP flakes (c) before and (d) after Li-intercalation. SAED patterns of BP flakes (e) before and (f) after Li
intercalation. Unit cells of corresponding spot lattices are marked with green and red rectangular boxes, respectively. (g) TEM image of a Li-
intercalated BP. A network of elongated groves running approximately along the armchair direction is visible. The corresponding SAED pattern is
shown as an inset. (h) Side and (i) top view of an atomic structure of a phosphorene layer.
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material. The experimental XPS details and XPS results and
their discussion are described in the Supporting Information.
Previous works22−25 show the usage of Raman scattering

downshift per mobile charge carrier per host atom (dω/dx) as
a measure of charge transfer due to intercalation, especially for
2D host materials like graphene. dω/dx values of ∼280, 340,
and 370 cm−1/electron per C atom were reported for
potassium-intercalated graphite (KC8),

23,24 alkali-intercalated
C60 fullerenes,25 and Single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNT),22 respectively. In this study, downshifts of
Raman peaks (dω) per charge transfer per P atom (i.e.,
degree of lithiation x) were also evaluated for the three Raman
modes. dω/dx values were 12.7, 19.8, and 20.5 cm−1/electron
per P atom for modes A1

g, B2g, and A2
g, respectively.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (using 200-kV
FEI Tecnai F20 FEG-TEM/STEM), optical Nomarski contrast
microscopy, and X-ray diffraction (using Bruker Discovery D8
HR-XRD) were also done for further characterization. TEM
results from pristine and Li-intercalated BP samples are
compared in Figure 3. The study showed that the higher
level of Li intercalation led to a dense network of
approximately parallel groves inside BP grains. This can be
seen from the comparison of Figure 3a,b, where high-angle
annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) images of
pristine and Li-intercalated BP grains are shown. This network
of nearly parallel groves was also observed in optical
micrographs with Nomarski interference contrast. Optical
micrographs of typical pristine and Li-intercalated BP grains
are shown in Figure 3c,d, respectively. Selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) was used to probe the intercalation-
induced crystal structure changes of individual BP grains.
Single crystal SAED patterns were recorded from individual BP
flakes in Li-intercalated samples and were compared with the
ones obtained for flakes of pristine BP. Typical SAED patterns
from a pristine and Li-intercalated BP grain are shown in
Figure 3e,f, respectively. For highly Li-intercalated BP (the Li/
P ratio of 0.96), the SAED data indicate the change of the in-
plane unit cell. The main change of up to approximately 19% is
observed along the c-direction, while there is almost no change
along the a-direction. BP has a layered puckered structure
along the c-direction (also known as the armchair (AM)
direction). This structure can be modeled as a network of
connected hinges, which helps to explain the reported highly

anisotropic deformations under strain, i.e., easy (low energy)
deformation along the c-direction (i.e., along the AM
direction) as compared to small (high energy) deformations
along the a-direction (i.e., along the zigzag (ZZ) direction).
The large increase in the c-lattice parameter in Li-intercalated
BP, as revealed by SAED analysis, indicates the incorporation
of Li atoms in the channels of the puckered BP structure, and
its unfolding. SAED analysis was also used to determine the
alignment direction of the grove network observed in the Li-
intercalated BP. An intermediate magnification TEM image of
a Li-intercalated BP flake, with such network visible, is shown
in Figure 3g. The groves are found to run along the a-direction
(i.e., the ZZ direction), as determined based on the SAED
pattern analysis (see the inset). Interestingly, the ZZ direction
is an easy Li diffusion direction. The diffusion of Li is 1.6 × 109

times faster along the ZZ direction than along the AM
direction17 and take place mostly inside the channels of the
puckered structure.26 The results clearly indicate that the Li
diffusion along these channels leads to the grove formation and
segmentation of BP flakes into weakly connected nanoribbon-
like strips running along the a-direction. Recently, there has
been a report of using Li intercalation of BP via a low-
temperature, ammonia-based method followed by immersion
in an aprotic solvent and mechanical agitation for producing
liquid dispersions of phosphorene nanoribbons.27 It seems that
our Li-intercalated BP via an electrochemical route also
produces a promising precursor for high volume fabrication
of phosphorene nanoribbons.
XRD patterns at different discharge voltages (which

corresponds to different degrees of lithiation, x) are shown
in Figure 4a. Peaks that originally belongs to BP are labeled in
black. As the BP cathode also consists of other material like Li,
binder, and stainless-steel current collector, diffraction peaks
arising from those materials were also apparent in XRD spectra
(labeled in grey). BP peaks of the pristine sample had a
significantly high intensity, which overshadows the peaks from
other material in the spectrum. Therefore, spectral intensity of
the pristine sample was reduced by a factor of 0.13 for the
clarity of representation. Peaks corresponding to (040) and
(060) crystallographic planes of BP were fitted to obtain peak
area versus x (Figure 4b), and FWHM versus x (Figure 4c) as
other BP peaks were diminished upon lithiation. It was
observed that for the transition from pristine to the least

Figure 4. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra taken at the final discharge voltages. Blue, red, green, and black represent 0.3, 0.8, and 1 V final
voltages as well as the pristine sample, respectively. Intensity of the pristine sample is reduced by a factor of 0.13 for clarity. (b) Peak area versus
degree of lithiation, x. The dotted lines represent guides to the eye/exponential fits. (c) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) versus x. The dotted
lines represent guides to the eye/second degree (040) and third degree (060) polynomial fits.
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degree of lithiation (x = 0.21), the peak area for both
crystallographic planes were reduced by ∼90%. However,
further lithiation barely changed the peak area as broadening
peak widths (Figure 4c) compensate for the decreasing peak
heights. This rapid reduction of the out-of-plane reflections
(i.e., (0k0)-type) indicates that effective thickness of
coherently bonded flakes was significantly reduced upon the
lithiation. This was probably due to the fact that the Li inserted
between the BP layers resulted in the weakening/breaking of
the van der Waals interactions between the neighboring layers,
which led to the loss of the long-range periodicity along the b-
direction. In other words, the Li intercalation resulted in a
partial effective exfoliation of BP flakes.
2.3. In Situ Electrochemical Intercalation. A dedicated

electrochemical split test cell with a quartz window (MTI
corporation) was used for in situ Raman analysis, and
discharging was done at 50 mA/g current using an Autolab
PGSTAT302N galvanostat unit. A schematic of the system is
shown in Figure 5a. While the in situ cell functions as a typical
electrochemical cell, the quartz window on top allows the laser
beam to be focused onto the BP cathode, and hence, real-time
Raman spectroscopy was obtained at different instances of
time (at different degrees of lithiation, x) while the cell
discharge (i.e., intercalation) is in progress. Voltage versus time
profile for the in situ cell is shown in Figure 5b, and gridlines
show the instances where Raman spectra were collected.
As in the case of ex situ intercalation, Raman spectra of all

three vibrational modes for in situ intercalation were also
observed to be downshifted with the increasing degree of

lithiation (Figure 6a). Furthermore, for each instance the
downshifts of modes B2g and A2

g were ∼1.6 times more than
the downshift of mode A1

g, which is also consistent with the
results for ex situ intercalation. The downshift of peak
positions as a function of degree of lithiation (x) and the
peak broadening (FWHM) as a function of x are shown in
Figure 6b,c, respectively. The second degree polynomial nature
of the peak shift and the linear nature of peak broadening are
also noteworthy as the trends match exactly with the ex situ
results (Figure 2b,c).

3. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

We performed first principle calculation based on density
functional theory (DFT),28,29 using Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP).30 The electron-ion interactions
were described by projector augmented wave (PAW),31 and
electron exchange-correlation were described by generalized
gradient approximation (GGA)32 in the scheme of Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE).33 The effect of van der Waals
interaction is considered by employing the semi-empirical
correction scheme of Grimme et al.34 (DFT-D3 in VASP),
which will be used to optimize the equilibrium interlayer
distance between 2D monolayers. A 1 × 1 × 1 rectangular unit
cell with eight phosphorus (P) atoms was used as the black
phosphorus (BP) sample to study Li intercalation. Optimized
lattice constants of black phosphorus are a = 3.326 Å, b =
11.18246 Å, and c = 4.5239 Å, which are consistent with the
previous DFT results.35−41 The Li atoms are intercalated at the

Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram of the setup used for in situ electrochemical Li intercalation experiment. Also shown are the side and top view
images of the in situ electrochemical cell. (b) Voltage versus time curve for in situ Li intercalation in bulk phosphorus at I = 50 mA/g. The grid
lines show the instances where Raman spectra were collected.

Figure 6. (a) In situ Raman spectra of black phosphorus (obtained at 632 nm excitation using a Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer) at different
times (different degrees of lithiation, x). (b) Peak position versus degree of lithiation x (x as in LixP). Dotted lines provide guide to the eye with
second order polynomial fits. (c) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) versus x. Dotted lines provide guide to the eye with linear fits.
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center of the triangular region formed by P−P−P atoms, which
is the most energetically preferential position for a Li adsorbed
on black phosphorus (see detailed discussion in ref 41). The
structural relaxation process was done in two steps: first, we
performed a full relaxation for all atoms inside the unit cell
keeping the symmetry and volume of the unit cell unchanged.
A considerable amount of pressure is induced by the Li
intercalation. To release such pressure, we then performed the
second step allowing the relaxation of the symmetry and the
volume of the unit cell, together with the relaxations of all
atoms in the unit cell. Conjugate gradient algorithm42

implemented in VASP was used for both atoms and the unit
cell relaxations. An energy cutoff of 337.5 eV was set for the
plane wave basis set in all calculation. Energy and force
convergence criteria were set to be 10−4 eV and 10−3 eV/Å,
respectively. Brillouin zone was sampled by a 9 × 9 × 9 k-point
mesh using the Monkhorst-Pack scheme.43 After relaxation, we
carried out structure vibration calculations. The vibration
modes at gamma point were calculated using Hessian matrix
implemented in the VASP code.44 We also studied the off-
resonance Raman activity of pristine and Li-intercalated black
phosphorus. Raman active modes were calculated using the
derivative of macroscopic polarizability with respect to normal
modes coordinates.44

Figure 7 shows relaxed black phosphorus with Li
intercalations. Interestingly, both the shape and the symmetry
of the black phosphorus structure change when Li atoms are
inserted. At low density of Li intercalation (up to x = 0.25),
black phosphorus loses its orthogonal structure symmetry due
to the sliding of its layers and the slight expansion of the
volume of the unit cell (∼2−5%, shown in the parentheses of

Figure 7b,c), which is consistent with previous theoretical
result.45 Relaxed structures show that intercalated Li atoms are
positioned at large gaps between layers along the zigzag
direction, created by sliding of the BP’s interlayer. At higher
density of Li intercalation (e.g., x = 0.375−0.625), P−P bonds
between the ridge and the valley along the zigzag direction
break alternatively, or totally, and the volume of the unit cell
increases by ∼26−39% (see the values in the parentheses of
Figure 7). We also found an expansion of lattice constant c
(along the AM direction), as compared to a (along the ZZ
direction). The ratio of c/a is shown in the parentheses of
Figure 7.
Figure 8a shows the experimentally measured Raman shifts

for vibration modes A1
g, B2g, and A2

g, respectively. The
theoretical calculations are presented by stars in Figure 8a.
Both experimental and theoretical results show a redshift for all
three Raman modes with an increasing lithiation, but the rate
of redshift is much larger in theoretical results than in
experimental results when Li density exceeds 25%. Especially,
calculated values of A1

g and B2g modes show drastically large
redshift at higher Li concentration around 50%. This behavior
might be associated with the bonds (between P atoms at the
ridge and the valley) breaking along the zigzag direction, as
shown in Figure 7d−f. This type of bond breaking affect the
out-of-plane vibration (i.e., A1

g mode) and the in-plane along
the zigzag direction (i.e., B2g mode).
In Figure 8b, we plot the changes in B2g and A2

g Raman
modes against the change in A1

g. It is interesting to note that
the ΔB2g and ΔA2

g show a linear dependence with the ΔA1
g for

all the Li intercalation levels with one slope. Peaks B2g and A2
g

were shifted about 1.6 times more toward lower wavenumbers

Figure 7. Schematic illustrations of the black phosphorus intercalated by Li atoms at different Li densities starting from (a) 0, (b) 0.125, (c) 0.25,
(d) 0.375, (e) 0.5, and (f) 0.625, respectively. The values in the parentheses are the ratios of the volume to that of pristine and the ratio of c/a. The
lattice vectors along the armchair (c) and perpendicular to the layer (b) are also indicated.

Figure 8. (a) Experimental measurements of Raman shifts for A1
g, B2g, and A2

g modes (solid circles) as a function of the Li density x. The stars
correspond to theoretical results. (b) Changes in B2g (blue) and A

2
g (red) Raman modes against the change in A1

g from in situ (solid circles) and ex
situ (open circles) experiments.
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in comparison to A1
g. This behavior can be utilized to estimate

the degree of intercalation in BP when the shifts in Raman
modes are known.
In order to understand the discrepancy between the

experimental and theoretical results of the shifts in the
Raman modes of BP, it is intriguing to compare the
intercalation properties of BP to that of graphite intercalation
compounds (GICs), which have been studied extensively for
both donor46−48 and acceptor46,49,50-type intercalants. In
GICs, systematic evolution of stages is clearly seen during Li
intercalation. The staging in layer intercalates refers to the
formation of ordered periodic sequences of filled and empty
gaps between adjacent host layers. The stage index is defined
as the number of unoccupied graphene layers between two
occupied layers. The nth-staged compound indicates that there
are n graphene layers that are separated by each intercalant
layer. With the increases of x (in LixC6), the staging phases in
GICs are evolved from stage IV→ stage III→ stage II→ stage
I. The development of the stages is well-reflected as plateaus in
the voltage−time curve during the discharge. However, in the
case of BP, we do not observe such staging features in the
voltage−time curve during the discharge, implying more
random distribution of Li rather than ordered sequences of
Li intercalation as in GICs, as shown in Figure 9. Even at the

highest Li intercalation, we do not expect Li to be intercalated
between every two adjacent layers as shown in Figure 9a.
Instead, Li is expected to intercalate randomly in any of the
configurations shown in Figure 9b,c. This is consistent with the
excessive shifting (compared to the experimental values) of the
Raman peak positions obtained by our theoretical work, which
assumes intercalation of Li between every adjacent layer. This
also may be the reason why there is no structure reconstruction
and predicted phase transition, even at high Li concentrations.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Electrochemical Li intercalation of BP was done with ex situ
and in situ Raman spectroscopy. The evolution of all three
Raman vibrational modes was observed to be redshifted with
an increasing degree of lithiation. This is due to the decreasing
vibrational energy (frequency) between P atoms, as a result of
stretching and weakening of the intralayer and interlayer bonds
upon insertion of guest species into the BP structure. Other ex
situ characterization techniques such as XRD and SAED were

carried out for Li-intercalated BP samples in comparison with
pristine BP, for further analysis on the intercalation
mechanism. It was found that XRD peaks for BP remain
unshifted even after the highest degree of lithiation, which
confirms that there was no phase change solely due to
intercalation, but the rapid intensity loss of (0k0) reflections
indicated that the thickness of coherently bonded flakes was
significantly reduced upon lithiation. This is due to partial
effective exfoliation of BP flakes as the insertion of Li weakens/
breaks interlayer van der Waals bonds along the out-of-plane
direction. The intercalation process has high in-plane
anisotropy. The channels along the ZZ direction were found
to be the easy direction (i.e., low energetic direction) for Li
atoms to be intercalated than the AM direction. Observed
formation of nearly parallel groves along the ZZ direction
confirms this anisotropy.
The puckered structure of BP lattice can be modeled as a

series network of “hinges” along the (AM) direction.
Additional strain developed on the BP lattice due to the
insertion of Li atoms, causes these hinges to unfold more and
thus changing the lattice parameter along the AM direction by
about 19%.
In comparison with experimental results, theoretical peak

positions for Raman spectra have shown excessive redshifting
upon intercalation. In the theoretical work, the formation of
ordered periodic sequences of filled and empty gaps between
adjacent host layers was assumed to model the intercalation
mechanism. However, the experimental data implies that in the
case of BP, there is no such periodic evolution of staging is
followed regardless the degree of lithiation. It was found to be
merely a random filling of Li atoms between BP layers rather
than a periodic filling predicted by theory. This explains the
discrepancy between theoretical and experimental Raman peak
positions.
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